PROJECTS
Handmade & Customized Furniture

Although the inhabitants of South-East Asia have been
felling the cane lianas of their jungles by cane knife for
more than five thousand years, these vines keep on
growing with the same flexibility, resistance and speed.
When rattan deco make their creations, taking great
care over the elegance of form and colour and the
quality of each detail, they manage to transform this
raw material, so beautiful, strong and respectful of the
environment, into a way of life.
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HISTORY

1960

1980

1988

2007

Rattan deco is a company that
belongs to the Calatayud
family, which started in the art
of woodcraft in 1960.

In 1980, the company started
working with rattan materials
and specialized in the
manufacturing of furniture.

By 1988, Rattan deco began
an international expansion
and soon started exporting
95% of its production to the
most demanding
international markets.

Since 2007, the company has
specialized in hotel projects
that accounts for 60% of its
production.

From pine to ash, from wicker to rattan...

Our family started working with different

woods and natural fibers as far back as

December of 1960, and in 1988 gave birth
to rattan deco. Since then and until now,
our job remains the manufacturing of
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customized furniture through an artful

blend of knowledge, talent, handicraft, and

passion for esthetics, that transforms
matter through delicate shapes, curves and
points into exquisite beauty.

2
HANDMADE
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We work with hands, with many
hands. With skilled hands and with
creative hands.
We also work with the best
machines and tools that are
managed by expert artisans. Above
all, we work neatly, with care,
attention to details, and the strong
dedication that our products and
customers deserve.

Since forever we manufacture in Spain, 2 km
from Moixent in the province of Valencia. In these

last 30 years, our workforce has never been

lower than 30 fixed workers. They are the first
great value of our company. The second great
value is the raw material. When the artisan work

is applied on woods and fibers fully natural and
respectful with the environment, the emotional
baggage multiplies and each piece of furniture is
a beautiful and essential piece.
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3
MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

4

CUSTOMIZED
PRODUCT
As manufacturers, we offer a wide range of services in

order to carry out all kind of comprehensive interior

design projects on an international scale. We also act

as sole interlocutors with an array of clientele that
includes hotel companies, architects, interior
designers or decorators.
We are highly knowledgeable in the production
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processes, have a vast experience in the handling of

different materials, and have our own team of
professional assemblers. We are enriched by an

excellent technical and commercial department, as

well as a prompt and courteous customer service
that allows us to deal with any kind of work order.
In the comprehensive creation of projects, our

extensive resources and infrastructures enables us to

© India Mahdavi

Bread rack "Thoumieux". Design India Mahdavi

seek practical solutions, and establish positive control
of all phases of project production, from the origin of
ideas to installation and start-up, without
compromising true quality, best services or
environment safety.
We manufacture only in Europe, and firmly keep to
all European rules of production and trade.
© India Mahdavi

Mirror "Trefle". Design India Mahdavi

© India Mahdavi

Chair "Cap Martin". Design India Mahdavi

© India Mahdavi

© India Mahdavi

Table "Week End". Design India Mahdavi

Table "Henry". Design India Mahdavi
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PORTALS HILLS
BOUTIQUE HOTEL

LOCATION / MALLORCA, SPAIN
PROJECT DATE / JANUARY’15
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Luxury and modernity are the hallmarks of
our furniture in neoclassical style. These
products have unique smooth finishes,
curved shapes, and two dominant colors of
gold and white. They are basically made of
solid wood and lacquered MDF, and
superbly conveys elegance and glamour.

HERZZENTRUM
BERLIN
GERMAN HEART INSTITUTE

LOCATION / BERLIN, GERMANY
PROJECT DATE / APRIL’17
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In this category, we proudly boast of very
functional furniture with straight lines
that portrays a modern style. Finished in
light wood with very pronounced veins,
and combined with white, this class of
furniture bring much light and
naturalness to any room. They also come
in a wide array of finishing colorful
touches in chairs and armchairs. These
projects are completed with high pressure
lamination and leather.

HOTEL

LOCATION / BAD AROLSEN, GERMANY
PROJECT DATE / JULY’15
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TEUTEBERG

Freshness and elegance are the sensations we
guarantee in these settings through our products
that are made of very natural wood with a touch
of pistachio on the armchairs. We utilize solid
wood with natural veneer in production.

RAMADA
GEORGETOWN
PRINCESS
HOTEL

LOCATION / PROVIDENCE, GUYANA
PROJECT DATE / OCTOBER’15
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This group of furniture are of dark
wood and neutral upholstery in beige
tones, and brings great beauty and
distinction to every space in which
they are used. They are finished in
natural veneer on solid wood and
upholstered in leather.

GÖBEL'S
LANDHOTEL
HOTEL

LOCATION / WILLINGEN. GERMANY
PROJECT DATE / FEBRUARY’15
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Classic, cozy, and elegant, these and nothing short
of these are the sensations that our furniture
unfailingly transmits in these rooms as well as lots
of warm and natural colors. High pressure
laminate and headboards upholstered in leather
are used in these products.

SONNENPARK
HOTEL

LOCATION / WILLINGEN. GERMANY
PROJECT DATE / NOVEMBER’16
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Natural modernity is the watch word in this
category of furniture which in accordance to
current trend, have a splendid combination of
natural wood with gray tones. Inspired by an
industrial style decor, this class of products
exhibit avant-garde and assures very warmth.
They are made of solid wood, natural veneer
and HPL, hence their strength and durability.

HOTEL

LOCATION / ZINGST. GERMANY
PROJECT DATE / SEPTEMBER’10

Cool and a pleasant atmosphere is
produced through our combination of white
finishes and vibrant color notes in fabrics
with straight lines that transmit modernity.
All the furniture in this set are made of solid
wood, natural veneer, and vinyl.
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INSELPARADIES

Art Direction,
Design and Layout.
PEP GRAMAGE DISSENY

RATTAN DECO, SA
Ctra. de les Alcusses, km 2,5
46640 Moixent, Valencia, SPAIN
T. +34 962 261 188
F. +34 962 261 300
info@rattan-deco.es
www.rattan-deco.es
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